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Trump says he will: “solve the problem” and holds a photo opportunity 

outside a church, holding the bible upside down.  

Biden’s speech mentions “generation after generation after generation” 

Research Questions: 

 

 Why do women disappear from history?  

 How do women disappear from history?  

 Can alternative strategies restore them? 

 Can her story restore his-story?  

Notes and 

observations: 

See link below for a 

guide to Tesla 

resonance and the 

Tesla Vacuum Coil. 

After establishing her 

laboratory and the 

‘device’, Joan would 

have been able to 

detect sympathetic 

resonance of the 

sound of the 

approaching aeroplane 

engines from the 

Luftwaffe on 20th 

March 1940. This 

raised the possibility 

that she may have left 

Plymouth before the 

raid. Citizens of 

Plymouth were sent to 

work from home due to 

the Coronavirus C-19 

from 20th March 2020 

onwards. 

Considerations: 

 

Does it matter if Joan and the artifact are ‘real’? … No 

(Joan and the artifact exist now) 

Does it matter if my research and discoveries are ‘real’? … No 

(My research and my discoveries exist now) 

Does it matter if the reconstruction is relevant? … Yes 

(The project is relevant) 

Where does the mechanical resistance of the projector start? 

Who cleaned the cinema and who made the cups of tea? 

The junction of Union Street and Flora Street was near to the 

railway bridge – you could always feel the rumble of the Tube 

when you were watching a film at the Scala at King’s Cross 
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Links: 

See link below for a guide to Tesla resonance and the Tesla Arc. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lMJr-oUYYDA  

 

Sonic considerations: 

A sound file of propeller engine warplanes in formation, pitch and oscillation of other instruments 

brought up into sympathetic harmony for this section. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lMJr-oUYYDA

